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euroline – the safer ascent
Working at height involves risks – and yet it is an everyday activity for many industrial companies and
craftsmen. As experts for ascending systems, euroline makes sure that you ascend safely and easily –
with excellently designed products made in Germany, manufactured with the most modern production
technology using internationally proven methods. You can therefore be sure that your investment will be
worthwhile and that you are always able to work efficiently, flexibly and economically.

Individual ascending system solutions
Maintenance work demands precision – whether
in the rail, aviation or manufacturing industry. With
many years of technical know-how, we develop
complex special constructions according to your individual requirements. We supply any kind of work
platform or access technology quickly, flexibly and
reliably.
Well-proven standard products
The euroline standard product portfolio includes a
wide range of stairs, bridging steps, platforms, scaffolding and much more. Our ascending systems
provide high quality at a good price. Despite this,
we never stand still: the continuous development
work of our engineers means that technical innovations repeatedly find their way into our standard
product range.
Ladders and more
Ladders, steps, movable scaffolding, pasting tables
and much more, in a wide variety of designs: euroline continually improves the safety features of every product. M8 safety screw connections, locking
high-strength hinges, extra-strong stringers (side
rails), comfortable rungs of trapezoidal cross-section – our innovations ensure your safety.

Ascending systems – made in Germany

euroline is a medium-sized, family-run company that
has specialized in the manufacture of high-quality
ascending systems made in Germany for around 90
years. We produce our products entirely in Germany
– for maximum quality!
As a traditional partner for specialist retailers, craftsman and industry, we know about the importance
of high-availability deliveries. Reliable inventorying
management is the basis for this. In addition, we
have our own fleet of delivery vehicles, which close
the gap between warehouse and customer. We guarantee fast and punctual delivery – and our trained
employees will be pleased to help you assemble our
products on-site. Certified quality management gu-
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arantees consistently high product quality. It begins
with the selection of suppliers and materials and
continues with the checking of supply deliveries,
the production and the delivery of the products. As
a member of the German Association of Ladder and
Mobile Scaffolding Manufacturers (Verband Deutscher Leitern- und Fahrgerüstehersteller e.V.), observation of the relevant industry standards such as
EN 131 and BGI 694 goes without saying for us.

Our speciality is your advantage

Our speciality: high level of in-house production,
design engineers experienced with the technology,
always room for individual solutions – we are therefore often faster and more flexible than our competitors, and always in close contact with the customer.
In our own development department we plan modular constructions that can be extended or modified
at any time for all industrial applications – production, maintenance and access. Safety, ergonomics
and cost-effectiveness are always in focus.

euroline develops and constructs parts, component
groups or complete systems according to customers’ specifications as package solutions or as individual services:
•
•
•
•
•

Your advantages when you work
with products from euroline:
•
•

•

More safety and higher comfort
when working at height
More flexibility: our modular buildingblock system means that all installations
are extendable
Considerable cost savings through
optimized workflows

Integration of our products into workshop and
factory planning
Sample manufacture and optimization
Visualization as well as technical Illustration
and documentation
3D CAD construction
Static load calculation and optimization

Individual ascending system solutions

The special expertise of euroline is the fast and flexible manufacture of complex individual ascending
system constructions for maintenance and servicing. As most of our production takes place inhouse, individual developments, constructions and
deliveries can easily be realized. Technical features
such as millimetre-exact control with „zero gap“ are
as realizable for us as staging and platforms with

We realize
•

Modularly constructed maintenance installations for easy front, side and roof access,
optimally adapted to your space availability for
fast process-optimized work and constantly
short setup times

•

Mobile and stationary bridging steps for obstacles of every type

•

Fixed installed roof-work stands with side extensions in order to provide a secure working
platform for the entire vehicle roof

individual contours and collision protection. Highquality aluminium guarantees light constructions
and therefore easy handling.
Our promise: we realize any required special construction according to your individual needs.

Well-proven standard products

In addition to individual solutions, standard products
are in constant demand and are required again and
again in large quantities. Ascending systems increase efficiency, safety and comfort wherever it is
necessary to work at height. Through many years
of development work for our customers we know
precisely which products are important for which
use, and we continually improve them with innova-

tive safety details. All of our standard products are
delivered completely or partially preassembled.
Fast delivery programme: We deliver our stairs, platforms and work staging within 10 days of the order
being placed.

Our standard products include
•

Aluminium stairs for individual solutions

•

Movable aluminium steps for mobile access

•

Aluminium stair platforms for safe access
to raised floors, doors or similar.

•

Mobile stair platforms made from aluminium for
use as an aid to ascending in all areas

•

Mobile and stationary aluminium bridging
steps for all kinds of obstacles

•

•

Aluminium maintenance platforms as secure
and flexible work equipment

Weather-resistant de-icing platforms for maintenance and cleaning of large vehicles in any
season

Ladders and more

Our range includes the following
in a large number of variants
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aluminium ladders
Work platforms
Installation steps
Wooden ladders
Movable scaffolding
Pasting tables
Fixed ladders

Industrial companies and craftsmen know: whether
aluminium or wood – through details such as locking
safety joints, more robust adjustment grips and suitable accessories, ladders continue to become safer. For all its ascending systems and pasting tables
euroline makes continual improvements to the details. We offer top quality at a good price.
All euroline ladders are equipped with screwed-on
slip-resistant feet, can be loaded up to 150 kilograms as standard and carry the GS label. euroline
uses security screws (M8) for all fittings instead of
using rivets – the ladders are therefore very repairfriendly. euroline also uses rungs of a trapezoidal
cross-section, which offer a flat step area when the
ladder is leaned against an object.
euroline works with strictly monitored quality management according to DIN EN ISO 9001-2008 and
fulfils international safety regulations by complying
with EN ISO 131 as well as generally valid safety
legislation and regulations.
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